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In this paper we continue our work on Koszul algebras initiated in earlier
studies. The consideration about the existence of almost split sequences for Koszul
modules appeared in our early work and only a partial answer is known. Koszul
duality relates finite dimensional algebras of infinite global dimension with infinite
dimensional algebras such that the injective dimension of the graded simples is
finite. Two questions naturally arise: the existence of almost split sequences for
infinite dimensional graded algebras and the relations between the global dimen-
sion of a graded algebra and the injective dimension of the graded simples. In the
first part of the paper, we deal with the first matter; in the second, we consider the
relations between the graded global dimension and the maximum of the injective
dimensions of the graded simples, proving that in the noetherian case they
coincide. In the third part, we consider finite dimensional graded selfinjective
quiver algebras and prove that for such algebras all indecomposable projective
modules have the same Lowey length. In the forth and last part of the paper, we
specialize to selfinjective Koszul algebras and characterize their Yoneda algebras,
proving they constitute non-commutative versions of the commutative regular
algebras. Q 1999 Academic Press
1. EXISTENCE OF ALMOST SPLIT SEQUENCES FOR
GRADED ALGEBRAS
In this section we will study the existence of almost split sequences for
not necessarily finite dimensional, graded algebras. These results general-
w xize some theorems of Gordon and Green GG1, GG2 which we include
here for completeness and to fix the notation, the proofs given here are
* Part of this paper was written during my visit to the universities of Tsukuba and Shinshu,
in August 1995, as part of the collaboration project CONACYT-JSPS in representation
theory, I thank K. Yamagata, Y. Iwanaga, M. Sato, T. Wakamatsu, and Y. Yoshino for many
helpful discussions and the funding agencies for supporting the project.
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modeled on the finite dimensional situation considered by Auslander and
w xReiten AR1 .
The section is divided into eight subsections; in the first six we develop
the graded module theory and the graded homological algebra needed to
prove the existence of almost split sequences, which is proved in Subsec-
tion 1.7. In the last subsection a graded version of the Morita theorem is
proved.
w xWe will start by recalling some definitions from GM1 .
1.1. Basic Definitions
DEFINITION. Let R be a commutative ring. A graded R-algebra is a
 4family L , f of R-modules and maps satisfying:i i j i, jg Z
 .1 The ring L is an R-algebra.0
 .2 Each L is a L ]L bimodule.i 0 0
 .3 The maps f are L bimodule maps, f : L m L “ L .i j 0 i j i L j iqj0
 .4 The following diagrams commute:
f m1i j 6
L m L m L L m Li L j L k iqj L k0 0 0
6 6
1mf fjk  iq j.k
fi jqk . 6
L m L Li L jqk iqjqk0
 4The algebra L , f is positively graded if L s 0 for all i - 0. Iti i j i, jg Z i
is generated in degree one if in addition, for any pair of non-negative
integers i and j the maps f are surjective.i j
We usually write for a graded algebra L s [ L instead ofiig Z
 4L , f and denote the image of f by L L .i i j i, jg Z i j i j
Given a graded algebra L s [ L , a L-module M is graded ifiig Z
M s [ M and L M : M for all i, j g Z.i j i iqjig Z
Let L s [ L be a positively graded algebra. We say a gradediiG 0
 4module M s M is generated in highest degree k in Z, if M s 0i ig Z i
whenever, i - k and L M s M , for all i G 0.i k iqk
 4If M s M is a graded L-module and k is an integer, then thei ig Z
w x w xk-shift of M is the module M k defined by M k s M .i iqk
DEFINITION. A positively graded R-algebra L s [ L will be callediiG 0
locally artinian if the following conditions hold:
 .i The ring R is commutative artinian and L is an artin R-0
algebra, that is, L is an R-algebra which is finitely generated as an0
R-module.
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 .ii Each bimodule L is finitely generated over L .i 0
When K is a field, a locally artinian K-algebra generated in degree one,
with L ( K = K . . . = K, is called a graded quiver algebra.0
Let Q be a finite quiver and K a field. The quiver algebra KQ is a
graded quiver algebra with grading given by the length of the paths. We
w xhave the following characterization of graded quiver algebras GM1 :
PROPOSITION 1.1.1. Let L s [ L be a positi¤ely graded algebra o¤eriiG 0
a field K. Then the following conditions are equi¤alent:
 .a The algebra L is a graded qui¤er algebra.
 .b There exists a finite qui¤er Q and an homogeneous ideal I of the
qui¤er algebra KQ, such that L ( KQrI and I : J 2, where J is the ideal of
KQ generated by the arrows.
The relation between locally artinian algebras generated in degree one
with L semisimple and quiver algebras is similar to the relation between0
artin algebras and finite dimensional basic split algebras. We feel the
diagrammatic approach has some advantages and graded quiver algebras
are a proper setting for studying Koszul algebras.
1.2. Graded Tensor Products and Homomorphisms
For graded algebras, graded tensor products and graded homomor-
w xphisms have been intensively studied ML . We will recall here some basic
notions and prove a graded version of the adjunction isomorphism.
Let R be a commutative ring. An R-module X is Z-graded if it has a
direct sum decomposition of R-modules X s [ X .iig Z
Let A and G be Z-graded R-modules. Then the tensor product A m GR
 .is a Z-graded R-module with grading A m G s [ A m G .R n i R jiqjsn
 4A degree p map f : A “ G is a family of maps f s f with eachi ig Z
f : A “ G an R-map. The degree p maps form an abelian group thati i iqp
p  .we will denote by Hom A, G .R
 .  .By Hom A, G we denote the graded maps in all degrees, Hom A, GR R
p  .s [ Hom A, G .Rpg Z
Let L be a graded R-algebra and let A and G be two graded L-mod-
 4ules. A L-map in degree p is a family f of R-maps f : A “ Gi ig Z i i iqp
which satisfies the following: if L s  L a and l g L , thenig Z i k k
 .  . p .f l a s l f a for all a g A . Denote by Hom A, G the set of alliqk k i k i i i i L
 .graded maps in degree p and by Hom A, G the direct sumL
p .[ Hom A, G .Lpg Z
If A is a graded right L-module and I is a Z-graded R-module, then
 .Hom A, I is a Z-graded left L-module.R
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 .If X and Y are graded R-modules, then denote by Hom X, Y the setR
of R-maps from X to Y as ungraded objects.
We will only sketch the proof of the next proposition.
PROPOSITION 1.2.1. Let R be a commutati¤e ring and A, G, and X be
Z-graded R-modules. Then there exists a natural isomorphism of Z-graded
R-modules,
Hom A m G, X ( Hom A , Hom G, X . .  . .R R R R
 .  .Proof. Let f g Hom A m G, X with f s f , where f gR R p pg Z p
p  .  p4Hom A m G, X . Each f is a family of maps, f s g , whereR R p p n ng Z
p  . p peach g : A m G “ X is a map that decomposes as g s [ hn R n nqp n i, jiqjsn
and h p : A m G “ X is a map.i, j R j iqjqp
 .   ..Let f : Hom A m G , X “ Hom A , Hom G , X , beR i R j iqjqp R i R j iqjqp
the natural isomorphism.
 . p   ..  .   . 4Define u f g Hom A, Hom G, X , as the map u f s u fp R R p p i ig Z
 . pq i .  .  .   p . .4and u f : A “ Hom G, X given by u f a s f h a , wherep i i R p i i i, j i
 p .the maps f h : G “ X are obtained from the usual adjunctioni, j j iqjqp
isomorphism.
Check that the map u is a natural isomorphism.
We define the tensor product of graded L-modules in such a way that
the product is an R-graded module.
Let G be a right L-module which is Z-graded and A a Z-graded, left
L-module. Then we define A m G as the cokernel of the map c : G m LL R
 .m A “ G m A, where c is given by c g m l m a s gl m a y g m la.R R
The modules G m L m A and G m A are Z-graded R-modules, and cR R R
is a Z-graded L-map of degree 0. Then G m A is Z-graded.L
PROPOSITION 1.2.2. Let L be a graded R-algebra o¤er a commutati¤e ring
R, let G and A be Z-graded L-modules, and let X be a Z-graded R-module.L L
Then there exists a natural isomorphism of Z-graded R-modules,
Hom G m A , X ( Hom A , Hom G, X . .  . .R L L R
c p
Proof. The exact sequence G m L m A “ G m A “ G m A “ 0R R R L
is a sequence of graded R-modules and degree zero maps. It induces
an exact sequence of Z-graded R-modules and degree 0 maps: 0 “
 .  .  .Hom G m A, X “ Hom G m A, X “ Hom G m L m A, X .R L R R R R R
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We have natural isomorphisms of Z-graded R-modules making the
following diagram commute,
u 6  ..    ...Hom A, Hom G, X Hom A, Hom G, Hom L, XR R R R R
6 6
s s
 .c , x 6 .  .Hom G m A, X Hom G m L m A, XR R R R R
y1 .with u s s c , x s .
  ..We want to prove Ker u s Hom A, Hom G, X .L R
 .  .Let f : A “ Hom G, X be a Z-graded map. Then we have u f s 0R
 . y1 . y1 .if and only if c , x s f s 0 s s f c . For f g G , the element l ini
y1 . .L , and a in L , the equality s f gl m a y g m la s 0 holds if andj k
y1 . . y1 . .  . .only if s f gl m a s s f g m la , or equivalently if f a gl s
 . .  . . .  .  . .f la g s l f a g , that is, f la s l f a .
1.3. Endomorphism Rings of Graded Modules
In this subsection we consider the decomposability of a graded module
over a graded algebra; like in the non-graded situation, it will be related
with the structure of the endomorphism ring of a module.
PROPOSITION 1.3.1. Let X be a finitely generated graded module o¤er the
 .graded locally artinian R-algebra L, and let G s End X be the endomor-L
phism ring of all maps in all degrees. The ring G is a graded ring satisfying the
following properties:
 .i There is a decomposition G s  G with length G - ‘ for all i.ig Z i R i
 .ii There exists an integer k such that G s 0 for j - k.j
 .iii If X is generated in highest degree, then L s  G .jG 0 j
Proof. Since X is a finitely generated graded L-module, there exists an
integer b such that X / 0 and X s 0 if i - b.b i
t w xFor each integer p the degree zero epimorphism p : [ L yb “ Xiis1
induces an exact sequence of R-modules,
t
p p w x0 “ Hom X , X “ Hom L yb , X . .  .[L L i
is1
p w x . 0  w x.There exist isomorphisms Hom L yb , X ( Hom L, X p q b (L i L i
X .pqbi
 . p .Since length X - ‘ for all i, then length Hom X, X - ‘. TheL pqb R L0 i
L -module X s 0, if p q b - b or p - b y b .0 pqb i ii
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 4 p w x .Let b s max b . Then Hom L yb , X s 0, if p - b y b .0 i L i 0
p . p .It follows length Hom X, X - ‘ for all p, and Hom X, X s 0, ifR L L
p - b y b .0
p .If X is generated in maximal degree, then b s b and Hom X, X s 0,0 L
if p - 0.
The following proposition is an analogue to the non-graded case:
PROPOSITION 1.3.2. Let L be a graded algebra. A graded L-module X is
0  .indecomposable if and only if Hom X, X has no non-tri¤ial idempotent.L
Proof. Assume that X s Y [ Z, where Y / 0 / Z is a decomposition
j q
in a direct sum of graded submodules. Then we have maps Y “ X “ Y
with qj s 1. If j is a degree p map, then q must have degree p. Changing
Y by Y 9 with Y X s Y we may assume j, q are degree zero maps. Thei iqp
map e s qj: X “ X is a degree 0 map with e2 s e.
Conversely, let e: X “ X be a degree zero map with e2 s e and
<Im e s Y. Denote by q: X “ Y the restriction q s e and by j: Y “ XY
the inclusion. Then it follows from the equalities jq s e and e2 s jqjq s jq
that qj s 1. Hence, X decomposes as X s Im e [ Ker e.
COROLLARY. Let L be a locally artinian graded R-algebra and let X be a
finitely generated L-module. Then X is indecomposable if and only if G s0
0 . i  .Hom X, X is local. If X is indecomposable and G s Hom X, X for i inL i L
Z, then for i / 0 the R-module G G is contained in the radical of G .i yi 0
Proof. By the proposition, G is artinian. Then G is local if and only if0 0
it has no non-trivial idempotents.
Assume that G G s G . Then there exists an invertible degree zeroi yi 0
w x w xmap f : X “ X i . Since X i is indecomposable f must be an isomor-
phism. It follows that i s 0.
1.4. The Graded Transpose
For finite dimensional algebras the transpose of a module has a very
important role. In this subsection we consider the graded transpose, tr M,
of a finitely presented graded module M, over a graded locally artinian
algebra L, and prove that, like in the ungraded situation, tr induces a
duality, tr: f.pGr “ f.pGr o p, where f.pGr denotes the category of finitelyLL L
presented graded L-modules modulo the morphisms factoring through the
finitely generated graded projective modules.
PROPOSITION 1.4.1. Let L be a graded locally artinian R-algebra, e an
w xidempotent of L , and denote by Le b the b shifting of Le. Then we ha¤e a0 j j
 w x . w xnatural isomorphism Hom Le b , L ( eL yb .L j j
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If L is generated in degree one, then any indecomposable projecti¤e P is
 .generated in highest degree b if and only if Hom P, L is generated in highestj L
degree yb .j
Denote by gr P and gr P o p the categories of finitely generated projecti¤e LL L
and Lo p modules with degree zero maps, respecti¤ely. Then there is a duality,
 . o pHom y, L : gr P “ gr P .L L L
Proof. The proof is left to the reader.
DEFINITION. A graded L-module M is said to be finitely presented if
 .f pi , jn mb . c .6j ithere exists a projective resolution of M, [ P [ P “ Mj ijs1 is1
“ 0 with P bj. and P ci., indecomposable finitely generated graded projec-j i
 .tive L-modules, generated in degrees b and c , respectively, and f s f ,j i ji
and p degree zero maps. In a way similar to the non-graded situation, the
presentation is minimal if the image of f is contained in the graded radical
of [m P ci., and the kernel of f is contained in the graded radical ofiis1
[n P bj..jjs1
Denote by f.p.Gr the category of finitely presented graded L-modulesL
with degree zero maps. We define the graded transpose or simply the
.transpose of a finitely presented module M with minimal projective
 .f pi , jn mb . c .6j ipresentation [ P [ P “ M “ 0 as follows.is1js1
 m ci..  n bj..Consider the map f *: [ P * “ [ P *. For each gradedi jis1 js1
 .module X the R-module X* s Hom X, L of all maps in all degrees is aL
graded L-module. Since f * is a degree zero map, then the transpose of M,
defined by coker f * s tr M, is a graded L-module.
Like in the finite dimensional case, tr induces a duality, tr: f.pGr “L
f.pGr o p, where f.pGr .L L
1.5. Duality for Graded Modules
It is well known that for an artinian algebra L, there is a duality
between the categories of the L and Lo p-modules of finite length. The aim
of the subsection is to define a similar duality for the locally finite modules
over a graded locally artinian algebra.
Let L be a graded locally artinian R-algebra and denote by l.f.Gr theL
 4category of Z-graded L-modules X with length X - ‘ for all i.i ig Z R i
 .o pThen there exists a duality: D: l.f.Gr “ l.f.Gr given by D X sL L
 .Hom X, E , where E denotes the graded R-module with E s 0 if j / 0R j
and E is the injective envelope of Rrr with r the Jacobson radical of R.0
If we denote by f.c.p.Gr the category of finitely copresented gradedL
modules, then D induces a duality, D: f.p.Gr “ f.c.p.Gr o p. Hence, theL L
o p o pAuslander]Reiten functor, D tr: f.p.Gr “ f.c.p.Gr , where f.c.p.Gr isL LL
the category of finitely copresented graded modules modulo the mor-
phisms factoring the finitely cogenerated graded injectives, is defined.
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1.6. Graded Deri¤ed Functors of the Homorphism and the Tensor
Product Functors
 .The derived functors of the graded homomorphism, Hom X, y , andL
the graded tensor product X m -functors, have been intensively studiedR
w xML . They constitute graded versions of the familiar non-graded notions
and they have analogous properties. In this subsection we will prove some
natural equivalences relating graded torsion products with graded homo-
morphisms. They constitute graded versions of some of the results of
w xAR1 .
The next proposition can be proven by slight modification of the
 .arguments used in the non-graded situation. As an illustration part iii will
be proven.
PROPOSITION 1.6.1. Let L be a graded locally artinian R-algebra, and let
P and M be graded left modules with P finitely generated projecti¤e. Then we
ha¤e graded isomorphisms:
 .  .i M* m P ( Hom M, P .L L
 .  .ii P* m M ( Hom P, M .L L
 .iii Let N be a finitely generated right L-module. Then we ha¤e a
 L . .natural isomorphism of graded R-modules, Hom Tor N, X , E (R 1
1  .. L . 1 .Ext X, D N , where Tor N, X and Ext X, Y denote the gradedL 1 L
¤ersions of the torsion and extension product.
Proof. Consider the exact sequence of graded modules and degree zero
maps, 0 “ H “ Q “ M “ 0, with Q the projective cover of M. Apply-
 .  .ing the duality, there is a short exact sequence, 0 “ D M “ D Q “
 .D H “ 0.
 . L .By the long homology sequence, ) 0 “ Tor M, X “ H m X “1 L
Q m X “ M m X “ 0 is an exact sequence of graded R-modules andL L
degree zero maps.
If X and Y are graded R-modules with length X - ‘ and length Y -R i R i
‘ for all i, and there exists k such that X s 0 s Y for i ) k, theni i
 .  .X m Y is graded and length X m Y s  length X m Y - ‘.R R K n iqjsn R i K j
 .Hence, length X m Y - ‘.R L n
 . Applying the duality D to ) we get an exact sequence, 0 “ D M mL
.  .  .  L ..X “ D Q mL X “ D H m X “ D Tor M, X “ 0, which is by ad-L 1
  ..junction isomorphic to the exact sequence 0 “ Hom X, D M “L
  ..   .. 1  ..Hom X, D Q “ Hom X, D H “ Ext X, D M “ 0.L L L
L 1  ..   ..Then D Tor M, X ( Ext X, D M .1 L
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We will need the following:
LEMMA 1.6.2. Let L be a graded locally artinian R-algebra, let M and X
be graded L-modules, and assume X is finitely generated. Then there exists an
 .exact sequence of graded R-modules, M * m X “ Hom M , XL L
 .“ Hom M, X “ 0.L
p
Proof. Let Q “ X “ 0 be exact, with Q finitely generated graded
projective, and let p be a graded degree zero map. We have an exact
 .  .  .sequence, Hom M, Q “ Hom M, X “ Hom M, X “ 0, an epi-L L L
morphism M* m Q “ M* m X “ 0, and an isomorphism M* m Q (L L L
 .  .Hom M, Q . It follows that the sequence M* m X “ Hom M, XL L L
 .“ Hom M, X “ 0 is exact.L
PROPOSITION 1.6.3. Let L be a graded locally artinian R-algebra, let XL
and M be graded left and right L-modules, respecti¤ely, and assume M isL
finitely presented. Then there exists a natural isomorphism of graded R-mod-
L .  .ules, Tor tr M, X ( Hom M, X .1 L
f
Proof. Let P “ P “ M “ 0 be a minimal graded projective presen-1 0
tation of M. Then we have an exact sequence of graded Lo p-modules,
f *
U U0 “ M* “ P “ P “ tr M “ 0, where X* denotes the graded maps0 1
from X into L. Let Q “ M* “ 0 be an epimorphism of graded modules,
with Q a not necessarily finitely generated, projective module. There is an
f *p U Uexact sequence, Q “ P “ P “ tr M “ 0. Tensoring with a graded mod-0 1
f *m1pm1 U U6 6ule X we get a complex Q m X P m X P m X “ 0 andL 0 L 1 L
L .  .  .Tor tr M, X s Ker f * m 1 rIm p m 1 .1
We have a commutative exact diagram,
f *m1U U6 6M* m X P m X P m XL 0 L 1 L
6 6 6
( (
 .Hom f , X6 6 .  .  .0 “ Hom M, X Hom P , X Hom P , XL L 0 L 1
and an epimorphism, Q m X “ M* m X “ 0.
L  .   ..Then Tor tr M , X ( Coker M * m X “ Hom M , X s1 L L
 .Hom M, X .L
COROLLARY. Let X, M be finitely presented L-modules and denote by
 .t M, D tr M . Then there is a natural isomorphism of graded R-modules,
1 .   . .Ext X, t M ( Hom Hom M, X , E .L R L
Proof. The proof of the corollary follows from the natural iso-
  . .  L . .morphisms, Hom Hom M, X , E ( Hom Tor tr M, X , E andR R 1L
 L . . 1 .Hom Tor tr M, X , E ( Ext X, t M proved in Propositions 1.6.3R 1 L
and 1.6.1, respectively.
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1.7. Existence of Almost Split sequences
The existence of almost split sequences was discovered by
w xAuslander]Reiten and proved in AR1 . The proof given there is based on
a formula relating the extension with the tensor product. In the graded
situation we need to prove that, with the definitions given above, the same
kind of formula holds. This will be done in the next propositions, noting
that the proofs are very similar to the non-graded situation.
THEOREM 1.7.1. Let L be a graded locally artinian R-algebra, and let M
be an indecomposable non-projecti¤e finitely presented graded L-module.
Then t M is finitely copresented and there exists a non-split exact sequence of
graded modules and degree zero maps 0 “ t M “ L “ M “ 0, which is
almost split in the category of graded modules and degree zero maps, Gr .L
Proof. In the previous subsection the existence of a natural isomor-
1 .   . .phism Ext M, t M ( Hom Hom M, M , E was proved.L R L
By Proposition 1.3.1, the stable endomorphism ring of the indecompos-
 .able module M is a graded ring of the form End M s G s  G ,iGyk iL
such that G is a local artinian algebra and if r is the radical of G , then0 0
for i / 0 the product G G is contained in r.i yi
Let M be the graded ideal of G defined by M s G if j / 0 andj j
M s r, the radical of G . The ideal M is maximal as a left ideal, hence the0 0
graded module G has a simple top. Applying the duality D, it follows that
  ..   ..the module D End M has a simple socle. Let y g soc D End M beL L
1 .a non-zero element and x g Ext M, t M be the sequence correspondingL
to y under the natural isomorphism. The extension x is a degree zero
a p
element, hence, x s 0 “ t M “ L “ M “ 0 is a sequence of graded mod-
ules and degree zero maps.
Let X be a graded L-module and let f : X “ M be a nonsplittable,
degree zero morphism.
 .Hom M , f 6 .  .Then the map Hom M, X Hom M, M is not an epimor-L L
  ..D Hom M , f 6  ..phism. Hence, the induced map D Hom M, ML
  ..D Hom M, X is not a monomorphism.L
  ..Since D Hom M, M is a graded injective module with simple socle,L
  .. .then D Hom M, f y s 0.L
By the commutativity of the diagram,
1 .Ext f , t ML1 16 .  .Ext M, t M Ext X, t ML L
6 6
( (
  . .Hom Hom M , f , E 6  . .   . .Hom Hom M, M , E Hom Hom M, X , ER RL L
1 . .and then it follows that Ext f , t M x s 0.L
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Hence, the pullback,
0 “ t M “ W “ X “ 0
1x x f x
0 “ t M “ L “ M “ 0
splits and f lifts to L.
We can prove that the sequence is left almost split using an argument
similar to the finite dimensional case. Let g : t M “ X be a graded
non-splittable degree zero morphism and consider the following diagram
with W the pushout of g and the inclusion.
0 “ t M “ L “ M “ 0
g x x 1x
q
0 “ X “ W “ M “ 0.
Assume the map q is not a splittable epimorphism and t is a lifting of q
to L. We have the following composition of diagrams:
0 “ t M “ L “ M “ 0
g x x 1x
q
0 “ X “ W “ M “ 0
t x t x 1x
0 “ t M “ L “ M “ 0.
 .  .From the ring isomorphism End t M ( End M it follows that t M isLL
indecomposable. The map tg is a degree zero map. Then it is either an
 .kisomorphism or nilpotent. If tg s 0, then the sequence 0 “ t M “ L “
M “ 0 splits, contradicting our hypothesis. Therefore g extends to L.
Let L be a graded R-algebra and let M and N be two graded
 .L-modules. Denote by Hom M, N the graded R-module of the maps inL
 .all degrees and by Hom M, N the maps from M to N as non-gradedL
modules.
 w x.LEMMA 1.7.2 Gordon and Green GG1 . Let L be a graded R-algebra
and let M and N be two graded L-modules, with M finitely generated. Then the
 .  .forgetfgul functor F: Hom M, N “ Hom M, N is full and faithful.L L
 .  .Proof. Let f g Hom M, N be the map f s f : M s [ M “L ji iig Z[ N .jjg Z
If a : M “ M and p : N “ N are the inclusion and projection,i i k k
respectively, then f s p fa .k i k i
 .If i F j set f s f , f , f f , where f isjy i j, i jq1, iq1 jq2, iq2, . . . jqk , iqk . . . jqk , iqk
a map f : M “ N .jqk , iqk iqk iqkq jyi.
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 .If i ) j, set f s f , f , f f , with f ay iyj. i, j iq1, jq1 iq2, jq2 . . . iqk , jqk . . . i, j
map f : M “ N .i, j i iq jyi.
Let x g M . Since N has a direct sum decomposition N s [ N ,s iig Z
 .   ..  .then f x s f x g N implies f x s 0 for all but a finite number ofi s i s
s. Since M is finitely generated, there exists a finite set of homogeneous
 < 4generators m m g M , 1 F j F t .i j i j i i
 .Hence, for any m g M, the equality f m s 0 holds for all but a finitek
number of k 's.
k  .Then f has a decomposition, f s [f . We claim f g Hom M, N .k k L
Let l g L and c g M . Then we havej j i
a c s 0, 0, . . . , c , . . . , 0 . . . .  /i
i
and
l a c s 0, 0, . . . , l c , . . . , 0 . . . . .j i j /
iqj
 .  .Set f 0, 0, . . . , c , . . . , 0 . . . s b , b , . . . , b . . . .0 1 t
i
We have the following chain of equalities:
f l c s p fa l c s p fl a c s p l fa c .  . .  .jqk , iqj j jqk iqj j jqk j i jqk j i
s p l b , b , . . . , b . . . s l b .jqk j 0 1 t j k
s l p fa c s l f c . .  .j k i j k i
It is clear that each f is a L-map in degree s.s
It follows that F is full and it is clearly also faithful.
Given a graded module M over a graded algebra L denote by grtr M
Ã .the graded transpose and by D M the graded duality. The symbols
1 . 1  .Ext ], ] and Ext ], ] denote the graded extension functor and theL L
ungraded one, respectively.
COROLLARY. Let L be a graded artin R-algebra, and let M and N be two
graded modules of finite length. Then there exist natural isomorphisms:
 . 1 . 1  .i Ext FM, FN ( Ext M, N .L L
 .ii F grtr M ( tr M.
Ã .  .   ..iii FD M ( D F M .
 .Proof. i There exists a short exact sequence of graded modules and
degree zero maps, 0 “ V M “ P “ M “ 0, with P finitely generated
 .  .projective. Since F is exact, then the sequence 0 “ F V M “ F P “
 .F M “ 0 is exact.
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By the long exact sequence in homology induced by the above se-
quences, we have a commutative exact diagram:
 .  . 1 .Hom P, N “ Hom V M, N “ Ext M, N “0L L L
F x F x F x
1 .  .  .Hom FP, FN “Hom FV M, FN “Ext FM, FN “0.L L L
1 .Since F is full and faithful, it induces an isomorphism, F: Ext M, NL
1  .“ Ext FM, FN .L
 .ii If M is a graded module, then it has a minimal projective presenta-
a
tion, P “ P “ M “ 0 with P and P finitely generated projectives and1 0 1 0
a a degree zero map. As above, we have an induced commutative diagram,
 .  .  .Hom P , L “ Hom P , L “grtr M “0L 0 L 1
F x F x F x
 .  .  .Hom FP , FL “Hom FP , FL “ tr M “0L 0 L 1
 .  .with the first two columns isomorphisms. Then F: grtr M “ tr M is an
isomorphism.
Ã .  .  .iii By definition, D M s Hom M, E with E s 0 if j / 0 and ER j 0
is the injective envelope of Rrr, with r the radical of R.
Ã  ..  .We have natural isomorphisms, Hom M, D L ( Hom L m M, EL R L
Ã .( D M .
The functor F induces an isomorphism of R-modules, F :
Ã Ã  ..   .   ...Hom M, D L “ Hom F M , F D L and there is an isomorphismL L
Ã  ..  .F D L ( D L . Making the proper substitutions we have the following
 .   . .chain of natural isomorphisms, DF M s Hom F M , E (R
Ã Ã  .  ..   .   ...   ..Hom F M , D L ( Hom F M , F D L ( F D M .L L
Another consequence of Lemma 1.6.2 is the following:
 w x.THEOREM 1.7.3 Gordon and Green GG2 . Let L be a graded artin
R-algebra and let M be a finitely generated indecomposable graded module.
Then t M is a graded module and there exists an almost split sequence:
a p
0 “ t M “ L “ M “ 0 of graded modules and degree zero maps.
Proof. We proved that the graded version of the Auslander]Reiten
1 .   . .formula Ext M, t M ( Hom Hom M, M , E is an isomorphism ofL R L
 .  .End M y End M bimodules, and that the forgetful functor F inducesL L
 .   ..an ungraded ring isomorphism, End M ( End F M .L L
  .. There are isomorphisms of End F M bimodules, F Hom RL
  . .    .. . 1  .End M , E ( Hom End F M , E and F Ext M , t M (R LL L
1   .  .. 1   .  . 1 .Ext F M , F t M ( Ext F M , t F M ( Ext M, t M .L L L
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   .. . 1   .  ..   ..Hence, Hom End F M , E ( Ext F M , t F M as End F MR LL L
bimodules.
1 .Let x g Ext M, t M be the extension of graded modules 0 “ t M “L
1 .L “ M “ 0, where x is in socExt M, t M , with the socle taken as anL
 .  . 1   .  ..  .End M bimodule. Then F x g Ext F M , t F M , where F x is alsoLL
denoted by 0 “ t M “ L “ M “ 0 is in the socle. That means that for all
 .non-isomorphic maps h not necessarily graded the pullback
0 “ t M “ W “ M “ 0
1x x hx
0 “ t M “ L “ M “ 0
splits.
Let x9 s 0 “ t M “ L9 “ M “ 0 be the non-graded almost split se-
quence. We have an induced commutative diagram,
0 “ t M “ L9 “ M “ 0
1x x g x
0 “ t M “ L “ M “ 0
hence, g is an isomorphism.
COROLLARY. If L is a graded artin algebra, then the Auslander]Reiten
components of the simple, the projecti¤e, and the injecti¤e modules are graded.
1.8. A Graded Version of the Morita Theorem
The following is a graded version of the Morita theorem. It reduces the
study of graded modules over graded locally artinian algebras to the study
of graded modules over a graded locally artinian algebra, L s [ L ,iiG 0
with L a basic artin algebra.0
THEOREM 1.8.1. Let L s [ L be a graded locally artinian algebra,iiG 0
 4and let e be a complete set of orthogonal primiti¤e idempotents of L .i 1F iF n 0
Let e s n e . Then eLe is a graded locally artinian algebra such that:is1 i
 .i The categories Gr and Gr are equi¤alent.L eL e
 .ii If L is generated in degree one, then eLe is generated in degree one.
 .Proof. i The module Le is a finitely generated graded projective
 .generator with graded endomorphism ring End L e ( eL e sL
i  . 0  w x.[ Hom Le, Le s [ Hom Le, Le i s [ eL e.ig Z L L iig Z ig Z
 .We have functors Hom Le, y : Gr “ Gr and Le m y : GrL L eL e eL e eL e
“ Gr .L
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We check, as in the non-graded case, they are inverse equivalences.
 .ii Assume the maps L m L “ L are surjective.i L j iqj0
Since L e is a projective generator, then the canonical map L e m0 0 eL e0
eL “ L is an isomorphism. It follows L m L ( L m L m L (0 0 i L j i L 0 L j0 0 0
 .  .L m L e m eL m L .i L 0 eL e 0 L j0 0 0
From the isomorphisms L m L e ( L e and eL m L ( eL , iti L 0 i 0 L j j0 0
follows that the induced map L e m eL “ L is surjective. Hence,i eL e j iqj0
the map eL e m eL e “ eL e is surjective.i eL e j iqj0
2. GLOBAL DIMENSION OF GRADED ALGEBRAS
In this section we study some properties of graded direct and graded
inverse limits and use them to study the small graded global dimension of
a graded locally artinian R-algebra L. We prove that the small graded
global dimension is equal to the maximum of the injective dimensions of
the graded simples. The main result of the section is that for L noetherian,
the maximum of the injective dimensions of the graded simples is the
graded global dimension of L.
PROPOSITION 2.1. Let L be a graded R-algebra. The category Gr ofL
graded L-modules and degree zero maps has in¤erse and direct limits.
 b 4Proof. Let I be a directed partially ordered set, and let M , fa a a g I
be an inverse system of graded L-modules M such that for a F b eacha
f b: M “ M is a degree zero map. The product  M is a gradeda b a a g I a
 .  .L-module with  M s  M .a g I a i a g I a i
 .  .  b .  .4Define L s m g  M N if a - b then m s f m ,i a a g I a i a a i b
 4and L s L .i ig Z
The module L is a graded submodule of  M .a g I a
 .  b .  .If x g L , then x s m with a - b and m s f m . Let l g L .i a a a i b j
 .  .  b .  .Then l x s lm with lm g M . We have l f m sa a a iqj a i b
 b .  .  .f lm and lm g M .a iqj b b b iqj
We claim L s Lim M :6 a
Let j be the composition of the inclusion j: L “  M with theb a g I a
natural projection p :  M “ M . The maps j have the followingb a g I a b b
property: if a F b , then f b j s j and each j is a graded map. If X is aa b a b
graded module and h : X “ M is a family of degree zero maps such thatb b
f bh s h , when a F b , then there exist a unique graded map h9:a b a
X “  M , with p h9 s h . It is easy to check that Im h9 is containeda g I a b b
in L. If we denote by h the map h9 restricted to L, then h satisfies the
desired property.
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 a4In a similar way, if I is a directed partially ordered set and M , ca b a g I
is a direct system of graded L-modules and degree zero maps of the form
c a: M “ M , when a F b , then [ M is a graded module withb a b aa g I
 .  .  . 4  .  .[ M s [ M . Let j s j and j : M “a i a i a a i ig Z a i a ia g I a g I
 .[ M be the natural inclusions. Define K as the submodulea i ia g I
 .  .  .  .  a .  .  . :of [ M generated by j m y j c m N m g M .a i a i a b i b i a a a ia g I
 4The module K s K is a graded submodule of [ M andi ig Z aa g I
[ M rK is the direct limit of graded modules Lim M .6a g I a a
 a4  b 4COROLLARY. Let M , c be a direct system, and let L , fa b a g I a a a g J
be an in¤erse system of graded L-modules and degree zero maps. Let N be a
graded L-module. Then we ha¤e natural isomorphisms of graded R-modules,
 .  .  .Hom Lim M , N ( Lim Hom M , N and Hom N, Lim L6 6 6L a L a L a .( Lim Hom N, L .6 L a
 . p .Proof. By hypothesis, Hom X , Y s [ Hom X , Y withL Lp g Z
0  .Hom X, Y the degree zero maps.L
Since Gr is an abelian category with inverse and direct limits, we haveL
0  . 0  .natural isomorphisms, Hom Lim M , N ( Lim Hom M , N . Then for6 6L a L ap .each p g Z we have natural isomorphisms, Hom Lim M , N (6L a
0  w x. 0  w x. p .Hom Lim M , N p ( Lim Hom M , N p ( Lim Hom M , N6 6 6L a L a L a .  .It follows that Hom Lim M , N ( Lim Hom M , N .6 6L a L a
The second statement is proved in a similar way.
PROPOSITION 2.2. Let L be a graded algebra, and let M be a graded
L-module with M s 0 if i - 0. Denote by M the graded submodule of Mi G k
 .  .with M s M if j G k and M s 0 if j - k. Then we ha¤e anG k j j G k j
isomorphism of graded modules, Lim MrM ( M.6 G k
Proof. We will prove that the maps p : M “ MrM satisfy thek G k
universal property.
Let X be a graded module and let f : X “ MrM be a family ofk G k
graded degree zero maps, such that for all natural projections p kq1:k
kq1MrM “ MrM , the equality p f s f holds.G kq1 G k k kq1 k
 .  .  .If f : X “ MrM is the degree j component of f and f :k j j G k j k k j
 .X “ M is the lifting, then define a map f : X “ M by f s f ,j j j jg Z
 .where f s f for j G 0 and f s 0 for j - 0.j jq1 j j
We need to check f is a L-map, the uniqueness follows from the
definition.
 .  .  .  .Let l g L and x g X . Then lf x s l f x but f sk j j jq1 j jq1 j
 .f .jqkq1 j
 .  .  .  .  .  .  .Then lf x s l f x s l f x s f l x sj jq1 j jqkq1 j jqkq1 jqk
 .f l x , as claimed.jqk
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COROLLARY. Let L be a graded locally artinian algebra generated in
degree one, and let M be a finitely generated graded L-module generated in
highest degree zero. Then we ha¤e an isomorphism of graded L-modules:
kLim MrJ M ( M, where J is the graded Jacobson radical of L.6
We will need the following:
PROPOSITION 2.3. Let L be a graded locally artinian R-algebra. Then the
following statements hold:
 .a Let X and L be graded modules and assume length L - ‘R j
k .for all j. Then we ha¤e a natural isomorphism, Ext X , L (L
 L  . . .Hom Tor D L , X , E , for all k G 0, where E is the graded injecti¤eR k
R-module defined as E s 0 if j / 0 and E is the injecti¤e en¤elope of Rrr,j 0
with r the radical of R.
 .  4b If L , f is an in¤erse system of graded L-modulesa a a g A
 . k  .with length L - ‘ for all j g Z then Ext X , Lim L (6R a j L a L  . . .Hom Tor Lim D L , X , E .6R k a
 .Proof. Let 0 “ V X “ P “ X “ 0 be an exact sequence with P a
graded projective cover of X. We have an induced exact sequence,
L  . .  .  .  .  .0 “ Tor D L , X “ D L m V X “ D L m P “ D L m X “ 01
with D the usual duality for graded modules.
 .Applying Hom y, E , using the adjunction isomorphisms, and theR
2 .natural isomorphism D L ( L we have an isomorphism of exact se-
quences,
  .  . .  L  . . .“Hom D L m V X , E “Hom Tor D L , X , E “0R R 1
( (
1  . .  .“ Hom V X , L “ Ext X, L “0.L L
1 .  L  . . . k .Hence, Ext X, L ( Hom Tor D L , X , E and Ext X, L (L R 1 L
1 ky1 . .  L  . ky1 .. .  LExt V X , L ( Hom Tor D L , V X , E ( Hom TorL R 1 R k
  . . .D L , X , E for all k G 1.
For k s 0 the isomorphism is trivial.
 .  4b Let L , f be an inverse system of graded L-modules sucha a a g A
 .that for all a and all j, length L - ‘.R a j
  .  .4We have a direct system D L , D f and natural isomorphisms,a a a g A
  . .   . .Hom Lim D L , E ( Lim Hom D L , E ( Lim L .6 6 6R a R a a .By the proof of a we have for each a an exact sequence, 0 “
L  . .  .  .  .  .Tor D L , X “ D L m V X “ D L m P “ D L m X “ 0.1 a a a a
Since Lim is an exact functor, we have an exact sequence, 0 “6
L  . .  .  .  .Lim Tor D L , X “ Lim D L m V X “ Lim D L m P.6 6 61 a a a
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 .Applying the functor Hom y, E , using the adjunction isomorphismR
  ..and the natural isomorphism D Lim D L ( Lim L , we obtain the6 6a a
following isomorphism of exact sequences,
  .  ..  L  . ..“D Lim D L m V X “D Lim Tor D L , X “06 6a 1 a
( (
1  . .  .“ Hom V X , Lim L “ Ext X, Lim L “0.6 6L a L a
We have the following natural isomorphisms,
k 1 ky1Ext X , Lim L ( Ext V X , Lim L .  . .6 6L a L a
L ky1( D Lim Tor D L , V X .  . . .6 1 a
L( D Lim Tor D L , X . . . .6 k a
For k s 0 the isomorphism is trivial.
COROLLARY. Let L be a graded locally artinian algebra. Then following
statements hold:
 .  4a If X is a graded L-module and L , f is an in¤erse systema a a g A
 .of graded L-modules, with dim L - ‘ for all a and all j g Z, thenK a j
k .for all k G 0 there exist natural isomorphisms, Ext X, Lim L (6L ak .Lim Ext X, L .6 L a
 .  4b If L is a graded L-module and X , f is a direct system ofa a a g A
 .graded L-modules with dim X - ‘ for all a and all j g Z, then thereK a j
k . k .exist natural isomorphisms, Ext Lim X , L ( Lim Ext X , L , for all6 6L a L a
k G 0.
 . k .Proof. a For all k G 0 we have isomorphisms, Ext X, Lim L (6L a L  . ..  L  . .. k .D Lim Tor D L , X ( Lim D Tor D L , X ( Lim Ext X, L .6 6 6k a k a L a . k .b For all k G 0 we have natural isomorphisms, Ext Lim X , L (6L a
 L  . ..  L  . ..  LD Tor D L , Lim X ( D Lim Tor D L , X ( Lim D Tor6 6 6k a k a kk  . .  .D L , X ( Lim Ext X , L .6a L a
We have now the following:
PROPOSITION 2.4. Let L be a graded locally artinian R-algebra. Then the
following statements hold:
 .  41 If n s max injdim S N S graded simple is a positi¤e integer, then
for an arbitrary graded module X and a finitely generated graded module L,
m .Ext X, L s 0 for all m ) n. That is, all finitely generated graded modulesL
ha¤e injecti¤e dimension less than or equal to n, in particular, injdim L F n.
 .  42 If n s max projdim S N S graded simple is a positi¤e integer, then
the following statements hold:
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 .a For a finitely cogenerated graded module X and a graded module
m .Y with length Y - ‘ for all j g Z, the equality Ext X, Y s 0 holds forR j L
all m ) n.
 . o pb If X is an arbitrary graded L -module and L a finitely cogener-
L .ated L-module, then Tor L, X s 0 for all m ) n, that is, the flat dimen-m
 .sion of L, f.d.L, is less than or equal to n. In particular, f.d.D L F n.
 .Proof. 1 For any graded simple module S and any graded module
m .X, we have Ext X, S s 0 for all m ) n. Let Y be a graded moduleL
satisfying the following conditions.
There exists integers b G c such that Y s 0 if i ) 0 and Y s 0 if j - c.i j
For any integer i, length Y - ‘.R i
Set Z s Y and 0 F k F b y c. We have a filtration, Y = Z = Zk G cqk 1 2
= ??? Z , where the modules Z rZ are concentrated in degree k,byc k kq1
 .that is, Z rZ s 0 if j / k. Each Z rZ is a finite dimensionalk kq1 j k kq1
m .L -module. It follows Y has a composition series and Ext X, Y s 0 for0 L
all graded modules X.
Let L be a finitely generated, graded L-module. Since L is locally
artinian, then L is locally finite and by Proposition 2.2, L s Lim LrL ,6 G k
with LrL graded modules of finite length. By the above corollary, thereG k
m . m .is an isomorphism, Ext X, Lim LrL ( Lim Ext X, LrL .6 6L G k L G km .Then for m ) n the equality Ext X, L s 0 holds.L
m .In particular, Ext X, L s 0.L
 .  .2 The statement in a is proved by analogous arguments as above.
 .  4b Assume that n s max projdim S N S graded simple is a positive
 o < o o p 4integer. Then n s max injdim S S graded L -simple .
 . m   ..o pBy 1 , Ext X, D L s 0 for every finitely cogenerated L-module LL
and m ) n.
m   ..  Lo p ..o pBy Proposition 2.3, Ext X, D L ( D Tor L, X s 0 for m ) n.L m
Lo p . L .Hence, Tor L, X s Tor X, L s 0.m m
It has been proved that for any finitely cogenerated module L the
 .inequality f.d.L F n holds, in particular f.d. D L F n.
DEFINITION. If L is a graded locally artinian algebra, then the small
 m .graded global dimension of L is n, where n s inf m y 1 N Ext X, Y s 0L
4for all X and Y finitely generated graded L-modules .
COROLLARY. If L is a graded locally artinian algebra and n s
 4max injdim S N S graded simple is a positi¤e integer, then the small graded
global dimension of L is n.
The following lemma is a graded version of Baer's lemma and can be
proved by analogous arguments.
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LEMMA 2.5. Let L be a graded algebra. Then a graded L-module I is
injecti¤e if and only if for all graded left ideals a of L and any integer c, any
graded degree c map f : a “ I extends to L.
We will need the following:
 .  4LEMMA 2.6. Let L be a graded algebra, let L be a directa a g A
 .  .system of graded L-modules, and let M be a finitely presented graded
 .L-module. Then there is a natural isomorphism, Hom M, Lim L (6L a
 .Lim Hom M, L .6 L a
f p
Proof. Let P “ P “ M “ 0 be a presentation of M with P and P1 0 1 0
finitely generated graded projective modules, and f a degree zero map.
Let X be any graded left L-module. Then there are natural isomor-
phisms of graded modules making the following diagram commute,
f *m1U U6P m X P m X0 L 1 L
6 6
( (
 .Hom f , XL 6 .  .Hom P , X Hom P , X .L 0 L 1
 .Hence, ker f * m 1 s Hom M, X .L
Then for any a g A we have an exact sequence,
0 “ Hom M , L “ PU L “ PU L . . m mL a 0 a 1 a
L L
Applying the functor Lim we have an exact sequence,6
U U0 “ Lim Hom M , L “ Lim P m L “ Lim P m L . ) .  .  .  .6 6 6L a 0 L a 1 L a
Using the fact tensor products commute with direct limits and the
 .isomorphisms discussed above, the sequence ) is isomorphic to the
sequence
U U0 “ Hom M , LimL “ P m Lim L “ P m Lim L . .6 6 6L a 0 L a 1 L a
 .  .In particular, Lim Hom M, L ( Hom M, Lim L .6 6L a L a
As an application of Lemma 2.5 we get:
PROPOSITION 2.7. Assume that L is a noetherian graded R-algebra, and
 4that E is a direct system of graded injecti¤e L-modules. Then Lim E6a a g A a
is a graded injecti¤e L-module.
Proof. Let a be a graded left ideal. Since L is noetherian a is finitely
presented.
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We have for each E an exact sequence of graded R-modules, 0 “a
 .  .  .Hom Lra, E “ Hom L, E “ Hom a, E “ 0.L a L a L a
Applying the functor Lim we obtain an exact sequence, 0 “6
 .  .  .Lim Hom Lra, E “ Lim Hom L, E “ Lim Hom L, E “ 0.6 6 6L a L a L a
 .By Lemma 2.5, we have an exact sequence, 0 “ Hom Lra, Lim E “6L a
 .  .Hom L, Lim E “ Hom a, Lim E “ 0.6 6L a L a
By Lemma 2.4, Lim E is injective.6 a
The main theorem of the section is the following:
THEOREM 2.8. Let L be a noetherian graded locally artinian algebra such
 4that n s max injdim S N S graded simple is finite. Then L has finite graded
global dimension and it is equal to n.
Proof. Let X and M be two graded L-modules. It is easy to see that
any graded module M is a graded direct limit of finitely generated
modules. Assume M s Lim M , with M finitely generated.6 a a
By Proposition 2.4, each M has injdim M F n.a a
Let 0 “ M “ I 0 “ I 1 “ I 2 . . . “ I n “ 0 be a minimal injectivea a a a a
 4coresolution of M . The direct system M , f induces direct systemsa a a a g A
 k k4I , f for each 0 F k F n.a a a g A
0Applying limits, we have an exact sequence, 0 “ Lim M “ Lim I6 6a a
1 2 n k k“ Lim I “ Lim I . . . “ Lim I “ 0 with I s Lim I injective, by6 6 6 6a a a a
Proposition 2.7.
Then M has injective dimension less than or equal to n, that is,
m .Ext X, M s 0 for all m ) n.L
PROPOSITION 2.9. Let L be a graded locally artinian R-algebra, let M and
N be two graded left modules such that length N - ‘ for all i and M has asR i
part of a graded minimal projecti¤e resolution,
f f f fkq1 k 1 0
P “ P “ . . . P “ P “ M “ 0 ) .kq1 k 1 0
with P graded finitely generated projecti¤es. Then for all 0 F m F k, therej
m .exist natural isomorphisms of graded R-modules, D: Ext M, N “L
m   .  ..o pExt D N , D M .L
 .Proof. Applying the functor Hom y, N we obtain a complexL
0 “ Hom P , N “ Hom P , N “ . . . Hom P , N )) .  .  .  .L 0 L 1 L kq1
m .whose homology is precisely Ext M, N .L
 .Now, dualizing ) we obtain an exact sequence,
0 “ D M “ D P “ D P “ . . . D P ) 9 .  .  .  .  .0 1 kq1
 .with D P graded injectives.j
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  . .  .opApplying the functor Hom D N y to ) 9 we obtain a complexL
0 “ Hom o p D N , D M “ Hom o p D N , D P .  .  .  . .  .L L 0
“ Hom o p D N , D P . . . “ Hom o p D N , D P )) 9 .  .  .  .  . .  .L 1 L kq1
m   .  ..o pwhose homology is Ext D N , D M .L
 .   .  ..o pThe isomorphism D: Hom P , N “ Hom D N , D P induce anL j L j
 .  .isomorphism of the complexes )) and )) 9. Hence it is an isomor-
phism of the homologies.
3. GRADED SELFINJECTIVE QUIVER ALGEBRAS
The main result of the section is that, given a graded finite dimensional
indecomposable selfinjective algebra L, all indecomposable projective
L-modules have the same Lowey length.
We recall the following definition:
DEFINITION. Let L s KQrI be a quiver algebra with I an admissible
2  .ideal, that is, I : J , where J s  KQ is the ideal generated by thenG1 n
arrows. A linear combination of paths r s n c g with the same start-is1 i i
ing vertex and the same ending vertex is said to be a minimal relation if
 4r g I and for any proper subset of g no linear combination is in I.i 1F iF n
We have the following:
PROPOSITION 3.1. Let L s KQrI be a graded qui¤er algebra with Q
connected. If r s n c g is a minimal relation, then all paths g ha¤e theis1 i i i
same length.
Proof. Let r s n c g be a minimal relation.is1 i i
 4We define a partition L , L , . . . , L on 1, 2, . . . , n in such a way that1 2 t
whenever g and g have the same length m , the integers i and j arei j s
in L .s
Let r s  c g . We say r has length m .s ig L i i s ss
Rewrite r as r s t r .ss1 s
 .Since the ideal I is graded by I s  I , with I s KQ L I, thenmG 2 m m m
each r is an element of I . It follows by minimality t s 1.s m s
PROPOSITION 3.2. Let L s KQrI be a finite dimensional selfinjecti¤e
graded qui¤er algebra, with Q connected. Then all maximal non-zero paths
ha¤e the same length.
a
X
a
X
aX1 2 k X X XProof. Let e “ e “ ??? “ e , with g s a ??? a a , be a maximal1 2 s 1. 1 k 2 1
non-zero path. The path g induces by multiplication a non-zero map, m :1 g 1
 .Ls e “ Le .1 1
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  ..By maximality of g , the equality m Js e s 0 holds.1 g 11
 .  .Hence, Im m s soc Le s Ls e rJs e s S .g 1 1 1 s  e .1 1
aY a
Y
a
Y
1 2 tX X Y Y YIf e “ e “ ??? “ e , with g s a ??? a a , is another maximal1 2 tq1 2 k 2 1
non-zero path, then we get as before a non-zero map m : LeX “ Le ,g tq1 12
such that Im m s soc Le s S and LeX rJeX ( S , thereforeg 1 s  e . tq1 tq1 s  e .2 1 1X  .e s s e .tq1 1
X  . XWe have two non-zero epimorphisms, m : Ls e “ S and m :g 1 s  e . g1 1 2X  .  .Le “ S . Then there exists a map f : Ls e “ Ls e such thattq1 s  e . 1 11
mX f s mX .g g2 1
Let r s n c d be a linear combination of paths such that f s m ,is1 i i r
that is, f is given by multiplication by r. By maximality of the path,
g d s 0, unless d is trivial. Then g y c g g I, with c g K*.2 k k 1 0 2 0
By Proposition 3.1, g and g have the same length.1 2
a a a1 2 n
Assume now e “ e “ ??? “ e , with g s a ??? a a , is a path of1 2 s 1. 1 n 2 1
maximal length among all non-zero paths of L. Consider the subpath
a a2 k X Xe “ ??? “ e , with g s a ??? a of length n y 1; then g / 0.2 s 1. 1 n 2 1g X mg a1 16 6 .We have maps given by multiplication Ls e Le Le and1 2 1
m mX s m , hence, mX / 0.a g g g1 1 1 1
Since L is selfinjective and the image of the map m is contained ina1
Je , it follows that m is not an isomorphism. Then m is not a monomor-1 a a1 1
phism and soc Le is contained in Ker m . It is clear that Im mX /2 a g1 1
soc Le , otherwise m mX s 0. Therefore g X is not of maximal length and2 a g 11 1
g X can be extended to a non-zero path g s dg X , with d a path of length1 2 1
larger than or equal to 1.
Since g has maximal length, g and g have the same length. By1 1 2
connectivity, all maximal paths have the same length.
We can prove now the main theorem of the section.
THEOREM 3.3. Let L s KQrI be a finite dimensional selfinjecti¤e graded
qui¤er algebra with Q connected. Then all indecomposable projecti¤es P ha¤e
the same Lowey length n and J kP s socnykq1P for all 0 F k F n.
Proof. The projective P can be written as P s Le s Ke q Ka q1 1 1
Ka a q ??? Ka ??? a .2 1 n 1
We also have J ke s  Kg and J ne s Ka ??? a is the sum of1 lg .G k 1 n 1
paths of maximal length.
Hence, J ne s soc Le .1 1
Since all paths of maximal length have length n, we have proved all
indecomposable projectives have the same Lowey length.
We claim LrJ k is a graded quiver algebra such that all maximal
non-zero paths have length k y 1.
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a a a1 2 ty1 k6 6 6Let e e ??? e be a maximal non-zero path in LrJ .1 2 t
Since L is selfinjective no vertex of Q is a sink, then there exists an
at
arrow e “ e . By maximality of a ??? a a the path a ??? a a s 0,t tq1 ty1 2 1 t 2 1
 .that is, a ??? a a s c g with l g G k.t 2 1 i i i
The difference a ??? a a y c g is zero in L.t 2 1 i i
By Proposition 3.1, a ??? a a s cg for some i. If c s 0, then t y 1 st 2 1 i
n, a contradiction.
The fact c / 0 implies t G k and t y 1 F k y 1 implies t y 1 s k y 1.
We prove the theorem by induction.
We proved J nP s soc P. Assume J kP s soc nykq1P.
The module Le rJ ke has socle the paths of length k y 1.1 1
 k . ky1 k nyk nykq1We have soc Le rJ e s J e rJ e s soc Le rsoc Le .1 1 1 1 1 1
ky1 nykHence, J e s soc Le .1 1
4. BASIC NOTATION AND SOME RESULTS
ON KOSZUL ALGEBRAS
This section will be dedicated to recall some of the basic properties of
w xKoszul algebras as developed in GM1, GM2 . The most important feature
of such algebras L is the existence of a duality between the L-modules
with linear resolution and the corresponding modules over the Yoneda
algebra of L. At the end of the section some of the results on small graded
global dimension proved in Section 2 will be strengthened for Koszul
algebras.
DEFINITION. A graded quiver algebra L s KQrI is called quadratic if
the ideal I is generated by linear combinations of paths of length 2.
For a graded quiver algebra L s KQrI we will consider the Yoneda
i  .algebra G s [ Ext LrJ, LrJ , with J s JrI the graded JacobsonLiG 0
radical of L.
Denote by G o p the opposite algebra of G. Let Gr L and Gr G o p be the
categories of graded L and G o p modules, respectively, and degree zero
maps. Then there exists a functor F: Gr L “ Gr G o p given in objects by
i .  .F M s [ Ext M, LrJ .LiG 0
w xDEFINITION GM1, GM2 . Let L s KQrI be a graded quiver alge-
bra and let M be a finitely generated L-module generated in highest de-
 .gree zero. We say M is a Koszul module if F M is generated in highest
degree zero. The algebra L is Koszul if all graded simples generated
in degree zero are Koszul.
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w xIt was proved in GM1, GM2 that a graded module M generated in
highest degree zero is Koszul if and only if there exists a graded projective
f f fn 1 0n. ny1. 1. 0.  j.resolution of M, “ P “ P “ ??? P “ P “ M “ 0, with P
finitely generated graded projective modules generated in highest degree j,
and f degree zero maps.j
EXAMPLES. Let Q be the quiver with one vertex and n loops x , x ???1 2
x and let K be a field. Then the quiver algebra KQ is the free algebran
 :K x , x , . . . , x .1 2 n
Let I be the ideal of KQ generated by the relation x x q c x x withi j i j j i
 4c g K y 0 for i / j. Then KQrI consists of the quantum polynomials.i j
If the constants are chosen, c s y1 for all i and j with i / j, then KQrIi j
w xis the usual polynomial algebra K x , x , . . . , x .1 2 n
 :If I is the ideal of K x , x , . . . , x generated by x x q x x for i / j1 2 n i j j i
and x 2, then KQrI is the exterior algebra.i
DEFINITION. We say that a graded module M is Koszul up to shifting
w xk, if there exists an integer k such that M k is Koszul.
w xKoszul algebras are quadratic GM1 .
We have the following:
w xTHEOREM 4.1 GM1, GM2 . The following statements are true:
 .i If a qui¤er algebra L s KQrI is Koszul, then its Yoneda algebra G
is Koszul.
 . o pii If L s KQrI is Koszul and Q denotes the opposite qui¤er of Q,
then the Yoneda algebra G is isomorphic to KQo prL, where L is the ideal
defined as follows.
Let V be the ¤ector subspace of KQ generated by the paths of length 2 and2
I s I l V . Denote by V o the corresponding subspace of KQo p and let2 2 2
 : o, : V = V “ K be the bilinear function defined as2 2
1, if a o p s a 9, b o p s b9 :ab , b9a 9 s  0, otherwise.
H  :Then the orthogonal I of I with respect to , generates L.2 2
 .iii If L s KQrI is Koszul and G is the Yoneda algebra of L, then the
Yoneda algebra of G is isomorphic to L.
 . o po piv If K and K denote the full subcategories of Gr L and Gr GL G
of Koszul L and G o p-modules, respecti¤ely, then the functor F: Gr L “
Gr G o p induces a duality F: K “ K o p.L G
The functor F has the following properties.
If P is an indecomposable graded projecti¤e, generated in degree zero, then
 .F P s S is a graded simple generated in degree zero.
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 .If S is simple generated in degree zero, then F S is an indecomposable
projecti¤e generated in degree zero.
 k w x.If M is a Koszul module and J is the graded radical of L, then F J M k
k  .w x k .( V F M k , where V M denotes the kth syzygy of M.
 .A Koszul module M has graded projecti¤e dimension n if and only if F M
has Lowey length n.
w x w xIt was proved in GP that the algebras K x , x , . . . , x and1 2 n
 :  2:K x , x , . . . , x r x x q x x , x , where i / j, are derived equivalent.1 2 n i j j i i
w xMore generally, it is known by BGS that if L is a Koszul algebra and G
its Yoneda algebra, then L and G o p are derived equivalent, from that fact,
w x o pit was proved in S that the functor F: K “ K is a duality. The proofL G
w xgiven in GM2 is more straightforward.
For Koszul algebras we can strengthen the results from Section 2.
PROPOSITION 4.2. If L s KQrI is a Koszul algebra, then for graded
modules, M, L, and N, where M is finitely cogenerated, L finitely gener-
ated and dim N - ‘ for all j, there exist isomorphisms of graded ¤ectorK j
m . m   .  .. m .o pspaces, D: Ext M, N “ Ext D N , D M and : Ext N, L “L L L
m   .  ..o pExt D L , D N for all m G 0.L
Proof. The module M being finitely cogenerated implies that M s
Lim M is a direct limit of modules M of finite length. Since L is Koszul,6 j j
then all graded simples S have minimal projective resolutions of the form
f f f fkq1 k 1 0
??? P “ P “ ??? P “ P “ S “ 0kq1 k 1 0
with P finitely generated.j
It follows by induction that the graded modules M have minimalj
projective resolutions of the form
f f f fkq1 k 1 0
??? P “ P “ ??? P “ P “ M “ 0kq1 k 1 0 j
with P finitely generated.j
By Proposition 2.8, there is a natural isomorphisms,
D :Ext m M , N “ Ext o pm D N , M . . .  . .L j L j
By Proposition 2.2 there is a natural isomorphism
m m mExt M , N ( Ext LimM , N ( Lim Ext M , N .  .  .6 6L L j L j
o p
m
o p
m( Lim Ext D N , D M ( Ext D N , LimD M .  . .  . .  .6 6L j L j
o p
m
o p
m( Ext D N , D LimM ( Ext D N , D M . .  .  . . . .6L j L
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Using the duality, the corresponding argument for finitely generated
modules can be obtained from the statement already proved.
For Koszul algebras we can improve Theorem 2.8 as follows:
THEOREM 4.3. Let L be a Koszul algebra, such that n s max injdim S N S
4graded simple is finite. Then the following equalities hold:
 4n s max injdim S N S graded simple
 o o op 4n s max injdim S N S graded simple L -module
 4n s max projdim S N S graded simple
 o o op 4n s max projdim S N S graded simple L -module
n s inf m y 1 N Ext m X , Y s 0 for all X , Y fin. gen. graded L-mod. 4 .L
n s inf m y 1 N Ext m X , Y s 0 for all X , Y fin. cog. graded L-mod. 4 .L
n s inf m y 1 N Ext opm X , Y s 0 for all X , Y fin. gen. graded Lop-mod. 4 .L
n s inf m y 1 N Ext opm X , Y s 0 for all X , Y fin. cog. graded Lop-mod. 4 .L
If L and Lo p are noetherian, then L and Lo p ha¤e the same graded global
 4dimension n and n s max projdim S N S graded simple .
Proof. Assume L is a Koszul algebra with Yoneda algebra G. Then
 4n s max projdim S N S graded simple s nilpotency index of the radical of
G. Since the radical of G is equal to the radical of G o p, the integer
 o o op 4n s max projdim S N S graded simple L -mod. .
m .Now the theorem follows from the isomorphisms D: Ext M, N “L
m   .  ..o pExt D N , D M , given in Proposition 2.9.L
5. SELFINJECTIVE KOSZUL ALGEBRAS
Selfinjective Koszul algebras have been considerd by several authors
w xsuch as M, N, S . The aim of this section is to prove that the Yoneda
algebra of a selfinjective Koszul algebra has very similar properties to the
commutative regular algebras and the non-commutative algebras consider
w xin AB, AR2 . One of the main theorems will be the generalization given
below of a theorem by P. S. Smith characterizing such algebras. The proof
given here is more elementary; it only makes use of Koszul duality and
some basic results on graded finite dimensional selfinjective algebras.
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THEOREM 5.1. Let L s KQrI be an indecomposable Koszul algebra and
G the Yoneda algebra of L. Then G is selfinjecti¤e if and only if the following
conditions hold:
 .1 There exists some positi¤e integer n, such that all graded simples
ha¤e projecti¤e dimension n.
 .2 If S is a graded simple, then we ha¤e:
 . k .a The module Ext S, L s 0 for 0 F k - n.L
 . n . n .b The module Ext S, L is a simple module and Ext y, LL L
induces a duality between the graded L and Lo p-simples.
k .Here Ext -, ? denotes the graded ext functor.L
Proof. Assume that G is Koszul and selfinjective. Then by Theorem 3.3,
all indecomposable Gop-projectives have the same Lowey length n.
w xLet S be a graded simple L-module. By GM1, GM2 the module
k  . opS s [ Ext P, GrJ for some indecomposable projective G -mod-Gk G 0
ule P.
Since G is selfinjective the submodules J kP with 0 F k F n are inde-
composable.
w xBy GM2 again, we have a minimal projective resolution of S,
0 “ F J nP “ F J ny1PrJ nP “ ??? “ F PrJP “ S “ 0. .  . .
Hence, all graded simples have projective dimension n.
w x  k w x. k  .w xWe also proved in GM1 , F J P yk s V F P yk , therefore all
k .syzygies V S for 0 F k F n are indecomposable.
k .Assume that Ext S, L / 0 for some 0 - k - n.L
k . 1 ky1 . .Since Ext S, L s Ext V S , L , there exists an indecomposable,L L
graded projective Q generated in degree j and a degree zero map f :
VkS “ Q such that the pushout
0 “ Vk S “ P “ Vky1 S “ 0 .  .k
f x x 1x
ky10 “ Q “ W “ V S “ 0 .
does not split.
The image of f , Im f , is a graded submodule of Q. If Im f s Q, then Q
is a direct summand of VkS and since VkS is indecomposable, VkS ( Q,
contradicting pd S s n. Therefore Im f ; JQ.
The syzygy Vky1S is generated in degree k, the module P is generatedk
in degree k, and VkS is generated in degree k q 1.
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For t s k y j q 1 the image of f is contained in J tQ and Im f is
not contained in J tq1Q. Hence, Im f ; J ky jQ with J ky j generated in
degree k.
Consider the pushout,
0 “ Vk S “ P “ Vky1 S “ 0 .  .k
f x x 1x
a pky j ky10 “ J Q “ Z “ V S “ 0. .
We have an exact sequence of graded modules and degree zero maps,
0 “ Vk S “ J ky jQ [ P “ Z “ 0. . k
The middle term J ky jQ [ P is generated in degree k, therefore Z isk
generated in highest degree k.
There is an exact sequence of graded modules generated in highest
degree k and degree zero maps:
a pky j ky10 “ J Q “ Z “ V S “ 0. .
w xWe saw in GM2 , that a graded exact sequence 0 “ A “ B “ C “ 0
such that A, B, and C are generated in highest degree k satisfies
J tB l A s J tB for all t G 0 and if A and C are Koszul, then B is Koszul.
We also know in that situation, when we apply the Koszul duality
 . k .functor F X s [ Ext X, LrJ we obtain an exact sequence ofLk G 0
Koszul Gop-modules,
0 “ F Vky1 S “ F Z “ F J ky jQ “ 0 .  .  . .
( x s x ( x
qsky1 kyj0 “ J F S “ F Z “ V F Q “ 0, .  .  .
 .  . ky1  .  .where F S s P is projective, F Q is simple, and J F S , F Z , and
ky j  .V F Q are generated in the same maximal degree k y 1 and the maps
s and q are degree zero maps.
The natural inclusion i: J ky1P “ P is a degree zero map and P is
generated in highest degree zero. Since P is injective the map j extends to
 .a degree zero map t: F Z “ P.
 .Since F Z is generated in degree k y 1, the image of t is contained in
J ky1P and the map s splits.
Applying the inverse Koszul duality we obtain the split sequence,
a pky j ky10 “ J Q “ Z “ V S “ 0. .
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But we have the following commutative diagram with exact rows:
0 “ Vk S “ P “ Vky1 S “ 0 .  .k
f 9x x 1x
ky j ky10 “ J Q “ Z “ V S .
x x 1x
ky10 “ Q “ W “ V S “ 0. .
ky1 .It follows 0 “ Q “ W “ V S “ 0 splits, contradicting our hypoth-
esis.
 .Now, if Hom S, L / 0 for some graded simple S, there exists anL
indecomposable projective Q with S in the socle. Then there exists a
positive integer m such that S ; J mQ and S is not contained in J mq 1Q, so
m m  m ..  .J Q s S [ X, but J Q s F V S9 , where F S9 s Q and S9 is a
graded Gop-simple.
o p m .The fact G is selfinjective implies that all non-zero modules V S9
are indecomposable, hence, J mQ is indecomposable. It follows J mQ s S
and Q is of finite length. This implies that S9 has finite projective
dimension, contradicting G o p is selfinjective.
 .Part a is proved.
 .We will prove b .
Consider the linear resolution of the graded, simple, L-modules S,
f f f fn k 1 0
0 “ P “ P “ ??? P “ P “ S “ 0n ny1 1 0
with each P generated in degree i.i
 .Applying Hom y, L we obtain a complexL
f U f U f U1 2 nU U U U0 “ P “ P “ ??? P “ P “ M “ 0 ) .0 1 ny1 n
with M s coker f U.n
k . U USince Ext S, L s ker f rIm f s 0 for 0 F k - n, the complex isL kq1 k
exact.
By Proposition 1.3, the module PU is generated in degree yk and PUk ky1
 .is generated in degree yk q 1. Then ) is a linear resolution of M;
hence, M is a Koszul module of projective dimension n.
k . o pThe module [ Ext M, LrJ is a Koszul G -module of LoweyLk G 0
length n and G o p is selfinjective with nilpotency index n of the radical.
k .Therefore [ Ext M, LrJ is an indecomposable projective and itLk G 0
1 ny1 . n .follows M is simple. Then M s Ext V S, L ( Ext S, L is simple.L L
n  .Set S s S . Observe V S s P . If S s F P , where P is an indecom-i i n i
posable projective Gop s module, with soc P s S s J nP, then P ss  i. n
 n .  .F J P s F S , where s is the Nakayama permutation.s  i.
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Hence we have a bijection between the L and the Lop simples given by
n .  .Ext S , L s D S .L i s  i.
We will prove now the converse of the statement already proved. Let's
 .  .assume a and b .
Let S be a simple L-module with minimal projective resolution,
f f f fn k 1 0
0 “ P “ P “ ??? P “ P “ S “ 0.n ny1 1 0
Then we have a minimal projective resoloution of the Lo p simple S9,
f U f U f Ui 2 nU U U U0 “ P “ P “ ??? P “ P “ S9 “ 0. ) .0 1 ny1 n
The module P is an indecomposable and all P are finitely generated.n i
 .Applying the duality D to the resolution ) we obtain an exact
 .  U .  U .  U .  U .sequence, 0 “ D S9 “ D P “ D P “ ??? D P “ D P “ 0.n ny1 1 0
 U .  U U .It follows soc D P s D P rP J s P rJP .k k k k k
 U . yj  . ny j . ny j .Set I s D P . Then soc I s soc V D S9 s V S rJV S .j nyj j
k .Consider the G-modules P and I defined by P s [ Ext S, LrJLk G 0
 k  o p ..o pand I s D [ Ext S9, L rJ .Lk G 0
The module P has radical series P > JP > J 2P > ??? > J nP > 0 with
k kq1 k .  k .  k kJ PrJ P ( Ext S, LrJ ( Hom V S, LrJ ( Hom V SrJV S,L L L r J
.LrJ .
The injective I has socle series I s soc nq1I > soc nI ??? > soc I > 0
nykq1 nyk  nyk ..o pwith soc Irsoc I s D Ext S9, LrJ .L
nyk .  nyk . .o p o pWe have isomorphisms Ext S9, LrJ ( Hom V S9 , LrJ (L L
 nyk . nyk . .o pHom V S9 rV S9 J, LrJ .L r J
 ny k  .. ny k  . ny k  .o pHence, D Ext S 9, L r J ( V S 9 r V S 9 J (L
 y n q k  ..  y n q k  . .D soc V D S 9 ( H om soc V D S 9 , L r J . B utL r J
ynqk  . k k k kq1 nykq1 nyksoc V D S9 ( V SrJV S implies J PrJ P ( soc Irsoc I
as LrJ-modules for all k, in particular, J nP s soc I.
The modules P and I have the same composition series.
Assume that there exists a simple submodule T of P with T ; J kP and
T not contained in J kq1P.
There exists a maximal graded submodule L of J kP that does not
contain T. Then J kP ( T [ L, and L is a Koszul module.
Applying the Koszul duality we obtain
Ext m J kP , GrJ ( Vk Ext m P , GrJ ( Vk S .  . .[ [G G /
mG0 mG0
( Ext m T , GrJ [ Ext m L, GrJ . .  .[ [G G
mG0 mG0
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k .We have an isomorphism V S ( Q [ N, with Q an indecomposable
projective.
There is an exact sequence
0 “ Q [ N “ P “ Vky1 S “ 0. .ky1
Taking the pushout of the projection we obtain a commutative diagram:
j
ky10 “ Q [ N “ P “ V S “ 0 .ky1
px x 1x
ky10 “ Q “ W “ V S .
x x
0 0
ky1 .But k - n implies that 0 “ Q “ W “ V S “ 0 splits.
Therefore, there exists an epimorphism q: P “ Q such that qj s p.ky1
We have a commutative exact diagram,
0 0 0
x x x
X ky10 “ N “ P “ V S “ 0ky1
x x x
ky10 “ Q [ N “ P “ V S “ 0ky1
x x x
0 “ Q “ Q “ 0
x x
0 0
contradicting that P is the minimal projective cover of Vky1S.ky1
Therefore, P has socle J nP s soc I.
It follows that I is the injective envelope of P.
Therefore P ( I.
As a corollary we obtain the following:
PROPOSITION 5.2. Let L be a Koszul algebra. Then for all graded modules
of finite length M there exists a minimal, graded, projecti¤e resolution:
??? “ P “ P “ ??? P “ P “ M “ 0n ny1 1 0
with each P finitely generated, and a minimal, graded, injecti¤e coresolution,i
0 “ M “ I “ I “ ??? I “ I “ ???0 1 n nq1
with each I finitely cogenerated.j
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If the Yoneda algebra of L is indecomposable, selfinjecti¤e with nilpotency
index of the radical n, then any graded module M of finite length has projecti¤e
k .dimension n and satisfies Ext M, L s 0 for 0 F k - n.L
n . o p n .Ext M, L is a L module of finite length and Ext y, L is a dualityL L
between the L and Lo p modules of finite length.
Proof. The proof follows by induction on the Lowey length of the
modules of finite length. We leave the details to the reader.
We want to prove the duality given above extends to a duality between
the finitely generated L-modules and the finitely cogenerated Lo p-mod-
ules. That fact will be a consequence of the following:
PROPOSITION 5.3. Let L be a Koszul algebra such that its Yoneda algebra
 .is selfinjecti¤e. Then D L has a graded L-L bimodule structure, with left
action the usual operation, such that for any graded L-module of finite length
  .w x.M there exists a natural isomorphism of right L-modules Hom M, D L nL
n .( Ext M, L , where n is the small graded global dimension of L.L
Proof. Let 0 “ L “ I “ I “ ??? I “ 0 be the graded minimal in-0 1 n
jective coresolution of L.
k .For every simple S and 0 F k F n y 1 we have Ext S, L s 0.L
 .  .Since soc I is essential, Hom S, L s 0 implies Hom S, I s 0.0 L L 0
From the exact sequence,
0“Hom S, L “Hom S, I “Hom S, Vy1L “Ext1 S, L “0 .  .  .  .L L 0 L L
 . 1 .  y1 ..and the fact Hom S, I s 0 s Ext S, L , it follows Hom S, V LL 0 L L
s 0.
 .  yj ..It follows by induction that Hom S, I s 0 and Hom S, V L s 0,L j L
for 0 F j F n y 1.
Consider the exact sequence 0 “ Vynq1L “ I “ I “ 0 and theny1 n
induced exact sequence
0 “ Hom S, Vynq1L “ Hom S, I “ Hom S, I .  .  .L L ny1 L n
“ Ext n S, L “ 0. .L
 . n .Then Hom S, I ( Ext S, L as graded R-modules.L n L
If the simple module S is generated in degree zero, then we have a
minimal projective resolution
0 “ P “ P “ ??? P “ P “ S “ 0.n ny1 1 0
Dualizing with respect to the ring we obtain an exact sequence
0 “ PU “ PU “ ??? PU “ PU “ Ext n S, L “ 0. .0 1 ny1 n L
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Since P is generated in degree j, the module PU is generated in degreej j
n . U U ow xyj, in particular, Ext S, L ( P rP J ( S n is generated in de-L n n n
gree yn.
n . n .Hence, Ext S, L as graded vector space satisfies Ext S, L s 0 ifL L j
j / yn.
 . ow x  .Therefore, Hom S, I ( S n and Hom S, I s 0 if j / yn.L n n L n j
w xThat is, there exists a non-zero, degree zero map j: S n “ I .n n
Since S is an arbitrary graded simple, we have a monomorphism i:
w x w xLrJ n “ I and soc I s LrJ n .n n
 .w x XThe module I has a decomposition D L yn [ I ( I withn n n
soc I X s 0.n
 .It follows for every module M of finite length Hom M, I s 0 forL j
 X .0 F j F n y 1 and Hom M, I s 0.L n
Hence, if M s Lim M is a direct limit of modules of finite length we6 a
 .  .have Hom M, I s Lim Hom M , I s 0, for 0 F j F n y 1 and6L j L a j X .  X .   . .Hom M, I ( Lim Hom M , I s 0. In particular, Hom D L , I s6L n L a n L j  . X .0 and Hom D L , I s 0.L n
For every finitely cogenerated graded module M there are isomor-
phisms of graded vector spaces,
w x XHom M , I ( Hom M , D L n [ I .  . .L n L n
w x n( Hom M , D L n ( Ext M , L . .  . .L L
 .We need to prove that D L has a L bimodule structure such that for
  .w x. n .every graded module M of finite length, Hom M, D L n ( Ext M, LL L
is a natural isomorphism of graded right L-modules.
 .Let l g L be an homogeneous element; it induces by right multiplica-
 .tion a left graded morphism, f : L “ L, which extends to I making thel j
following diagram commute:
i i i0 1 n
0 “ L “ I “ I “ ??? I “ I “00 1 ny1 n
6 6 6 6 6
n0 1 ny1f ff f fl ll l l
i i i0 1 n
0 “ L “ I “ I “ ??? I “ I “0.0 1 ny1 n
  . X . nSince Hom D L , I s 0 the map f has a triangular form,L n l
nf 0ln n w x w xf s , with f : D L n “ D L n . .  .l l /m c
nThe mapf does not depend on the extension.l
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 j4If f9 is another extension of f making the above diagraml 0 F jF n l
 j4  X j4commute, then f and f are homotopic, that is, there exists maps s :l l k
I “ I with fX k s f k q i s q s i , in particular, f n s i s q fX n.k ky1 l l k k kq1 kq1 l n n l
 .If s s s9, s0 andn
iX 0 iX sYn ni s , then i s s .Y Y Yn n n /  /i 0 i sn n
X nnIt follows that f s f .l l
  ..o p  .We have a ring homomorphism, f : L “ End D L given by f lL
n  .s f . Therefore D L has a bimodule structure with right operationl
n .  . .m) l s f m s f l m .l
n .Let M be a graded L-module of finite length and w : Ext M, L “L
 yn ..Hom M, V M the natural isomorphism.L
n .  .Let x g Ext M, L and w x s h9.L
The element x is the extension 0 “ L “ E “ E “ ??? E “ M “0 1 ny1
yn .0 and h9: M “ V M is the map defined by the extension of 1: L “ L
making the following diagram commute:
0 “ L “E “E “ ??? E “ M “00 1 ny1
1x x x x h9x
X .w x0 “ L “ I “ I “ ??? I “D L n [ I “0.0 1 ny1 n
 X .Since Hom M, I s 0 we can define h as the restriction of h9 toL n
 .w xD L n .
 .Let l g L be an element homogeneous , f : L “ L the map given byl
 j4right multiplication, and f the extensions of f . We obtain by composi-l l
tion a commutative diagram:
0 “ L “E “E “ ??? E “ M “00 1 ny1
nflx x x x f h9xl
X .w x0 “ L “ I “ I “ ??? I “D L n [ I “0.0 1 ny1 n
n n .  .  .f h m s h m ) l s h) l m , then f h s h) l.l l
The element xl is the induced exact sequence:
x 0 “ L “E “E “ ??? E “ M “00 1 ny1
f x x x x 1xl
X X Xxl0 “ L “E “E “ ??? E “ M “0.0 1 ny1
 .The map w xl s g is obtained as successive extensions of the identity
as in the following commutative diagram:
0 “ L “EX “EX “ ??? EX “ M “00 1 ny1
1x x x x g x
0 “ L “ I “ I “ ??? I “ I “0.0 1 ny1 n
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Composing the diagrams we obtain the following commutative diagram:
0 “ L “E “E “ ??? E “ M “00 1 ny1
f x x x x g xl
X .w x0 “ L “ I “ I “ ??? I “D L n [ I “0.0 1 ny1 n
Hence, both g and f nh9 are obtained as successive extensions of fl l
n .then they are homotopic and Hom M, I s 0 implies g s f h9.L ny1 l
LEMMA 5.4. Let L s KQrI be a graded qui¤er algebra and let M and N
be Z-graded modules with dim M - ‘, for all i. Assume N s Lim N is a6K i a
direct limit of graded modules, M s Lim M an in¤erse limit of graded6 b  .modules, and for each M and each j the K-dimension of M is finite.b b j
Then we ha¤e natural isomorphisms:
 .  .  .a D N ( Lim D N6 a
 .  .  .b D M ( Lim D M .6 b
 .  .Proof. a We have a natural isomorphism, D N s
 .  .Hom Lim N , K ( Lim Hom N , K .6 6K a K a .b Since dim M - ‘ for all i and M s Lim M , then we have6K i b2 . 2 .natural isomorphisms M ( D M and D M ( M .b b
 .  .. 2 .By a , we have natural isomorphisms D Lim D M ( Lim D M6 6b b( Lim M ( M.6 b
Since for each j the K-dimension of M is finite, the K-dimension ofj
 ..Lim D M is finite for all j, so we can apply D to obtain isomorphisms,6 b j
2 .   ..  .D M ( D Lim D M ( Lim D M .6 6b b
 . Let L s KQrI be a graded quiver algebra and s : L “ L a graded
ring homomorphism. For every graded module M the map s induces a
module s M with the same elements as M and twisted operation, l) m s
 .s l m. If f : M “ N is an homomorphism the f induces an homomor-
phism f : s M “ s N.
For right modules M the module Ms is defined similarly.
LEMMA 5.5. Let L s KQrI be a graded qui¤er algebra and s : L “ L a
graded homomorphism. Let M be a graded, left L-module and N a graded
L-L bimodule. Then we ha¤e natural isomorphisms:
 .  .  .i Hom M, Ns ( Hom M, N sL L
 .  .  .ii Hom Ns , M ( s Hom M, NL L
 .  .  .  .iii Hom s M, K s D s M ( D M sK
 .iv s M ( sL m ML
 .  .v Hom Ls , M ( s M.L
Proof. The proof is left to the reader.
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COROLLARY. Let N s Lim N be a direct limit and M s Lim M an6 6a b .in¤erse limit of graded modules and s : L “ L a graded ring homomor-
phism. Then we ha¤e natural isomorphisms of graded modules, s Lim N6 a
( Lim s N and s Lim M ( Lim s M .6 6 6a b b
Proof. We have the following natural isomorphisms,
s N ( sL N ( sL Lim N ( Lim sL N ( Lim s Nm m m6 6 6a a a
L L L
s M ( Hom Ls , M ( Hom Ls , LimM ( Lim Hom Ls , M .  .  .6 6L L b L b
( Lim s M .6 b
We can prove now the main theorem of the section.
THEOREM 5.6. Let L s KQrI be a Koszul algebra of small graded global
dimension n, such that its Yoneda algebra is selfinjecti¤e. Then the following
statements hold:
 . o pi There exists a duality between the graded L and L modules of
n .finite length gi¤en by Ext y, L .L
 .ii There exists a graded ring isomorphism s : L “ L and a natural
  .w x . n .isomorphism Hom M, D L n s ( Ext M, L , for all graded modulesL L
M of finite length.
 .  .iii The isomorphism s : L “ L of ii corresponds to the Nakayama
automorphism of the Yoneda algebra of L. That is, for all graded simples S
with minimal graded, projecti¤e resolution, 0 “ P “ P “ ??? P “n ny1 1
w xP “ S “ 0, there is an isomorphism s S yn ( P rJP .0 n n
 .iv There exists a duality between the finitely generated, graded L-mod-
o p   .w x .ules and the finitely cogenerated L -modules gi¤en by Hom y, D L n s ,L
 .extending the duality gi¤en in i .
 .Proof. i This is already proved.
 .ii Let s be the composition of the following ring homomorphisms,
f y1 . wu y uDo po p 2 o p o p
o pL “ End D L “ End D L “ End L “ L , .  .  . .  .L L L
o p 2 o p.  .  .where u : L “ D L is the canonical isomorphism and w f s f 1 is
evaluation in 1.
n .If l g L is an homogeneous element, the map f l s f is a degreek l
 .k map and it follows that s is a graded homomorphism, that is, s l g L .k
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y1 n o p o p  ..The map u D f u : L “ L is an homomorphism of right mod-l
y1 n  ..  .ules, hence, for any x g L we have the equalities u D f u x sl
y1 n y1 n n  ..  .  .   . .  .   . .u D f u 1 x s s l x s u u x f or u x f s u s l x .l l l
n .  .Let m g D L and l g L. By definition, m) l s f m . Thenl
n .  .  .   . . .   . .   .. .m) l x s u x f m s u s l x m s m s l x s ms l x .l
 .That is, m) l s ms l .
By Proposition 4.7, for every graded L-module of finite length we
n .   .w x .have natural isomorphisms, Ext M, L ( Hom M, D L n s (L L
 w x  . .Hom M yn , D L s .L
By dual arguments in the opposite ring, there exists a ring homomor-
n  .  w x  ..o p o pphism, s 9: L “ L such that Ext N, L ( Hom N yn , s 9D L .L L
We have the following chain of isomorphisms,
w x w xo pHom Hom M yn , D L s , s 9D L n .  . . .L L
w x w xo p( Hom s Hom M yn , D L , s 9D L n .  . . .L L
w x w xo p( Hom s D M n , s 9D L n .  . .L
w x w x 2o p( s 9s Hom D M n , D L n ( s 9s D M , M . .  . .L
We have proved for every graded module of finite length there exists a
natural isomorphism, s 9s M , M.
Let M s Lim M be a direct limit and N s Lim N an inverse limit of6 6a b
graded modules of finite length. By the corollary of Proposition 4.9, we
have natural isomorphisms,
s 9s M s s 9s Lim M ( Lim s 9s M ( Lim M s M6 6 6a a a
s 9s N s s 9s Lim N ( Lim s 9s N ( Lim N s N.6 6 6b b b
In particular, s 9sL ( L.
 .Let r s s 9s and m: L “ rL be the isomorphism. We have m 1 s l0
 .  . Xg L and m L s r L l s L. It follows that there exists l such that0 0 0
X  .l l s 1, hence r L s L and r is an epimorphism.0 0
Since L is a graded quiver algebra, it follows by a dimension argument
that r is an isomorphism.
We have proved s 9, s are isomorphisms.
 . n . U U  .  w x  ..iii Ext S, L s P rP J s D P rJP s Hom S yn , D L s (L n n n n L
 w x  ..Hom s S yn , D L .L
w xIt follows that s S yn ( P rJP .n n
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